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Patented Dec. 29, 1953 2,664,086 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,664,086 

AUTOMATIC NJECTOR FOR, HYPODERMIC 
NEEDLES 

Gerald O. Transue, Havertown, Pa, 
Application August 15, 1950, Serial No. 179,409 

(C. 128-218) 8 Claims. 
1. 

With the present state of medicine many lay 
persons use hypodermic injectors either for self 
administration or for the treatment of members 
of the family. In the use of such hypodermic 
injectoi's, the operation of inserting the needle 
into the flesh or muscle of the patient constitutes 
the difficulty or barrier that must be overcome 
by these lay users of the hypodermic syringe. 
The present invention aims to provide an im 
proved device designed to receive the syringe and 
to greatly facilitate the Step of embedding Or 
inserting the needle into the body of the patient. 
The present invention, therefore, relates gen 

erally to a functionally and structurally desir 
able automatic hypodermic Syringe injector and 
is more particularly directed to a holder or cas 
ing designed to receive the conventional hypo 
dermic syringe, the same being operable for the 
automatic insertion of the injector needle into 
the body of the patient. 
Among the objects of the present invention is 

to provide a device of the type described above 
which may first be cocked and which may then 
be automatically operated to insert the needle 
in the body of the patient with great facility and : 
rapidity, and with a minimum of discomfort. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

provide a device of the above type in which the 
depth of the insertion of the needle into the body 
of the patient may be automatically controlled. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will appear more fully hereinafter, it being 
understood that the same consists in the com 
1bination, construction, location and relative air 
rangement of parts, all as described in detail 
hereinafter, as shown in the accompanying draw 
ings and as finally pointed out in the appended 
claims. 

In the accompanying drawings, which illus 
trate a preferred construction embodying the 
principles of the present invention: 

Figure 1 is a side elevational view, partly in 
section, showing the instrument of the present 
invention in its normal, uncocked condition; 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the 
instrument in its intermediate condition or in 
the process of being cocked; 

Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2 showing 
the instrument fully Cocked; 

Figure 4 is an enlarged view of the detail en 
closed within the dot and dash circle of Figure2; 

Figure 5 is an enlarged detail of the portion 
enclosed within the dot and dash circle of 
Figure 3, 
Figure 6 is a similar detail of the portion en 
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2 
closed within the dot and dash circle of Figure l; 
and 

Figure 7 is a sectional view taken along line 
T-T of Figure 2. 

In its broadest aspects, the device of the 
present invention includes a hollow casing O 
which is designed to receive the conventional 
hypodermic injector if and hold the same there 
in in locked position with the plunger 2 pro 
truding from the casing so as to permit of the 
injection of the fluid into the body by the usual 
manipulation of the plunger. The casing to con 
sists of several telescopically interfitting and 
interengaging parts which preferably encase 
Substantially all of the syringe except for 
the protruding end portion of the plunger 2. 
The injector needle 3 is adapted to project from 
the open end of the housing or casing 0 and is 
thus available for insertion into the body of the 
patient when the casing is manipulated and oper 
ated as hereinafter described. 
The conventional hypodermic syringe? usual 

ly comprises a syringe barrel 4, which receives 
the therapeutic fluid, and a rod-like plunger 2 
for expelling the fluid from the barrel. At One 
end the syringe barrel is provided with an in 
tegral collar or flange 5 and at its ejection end 
it is provided with a discharge tip which mounts 
the hub 6 of hollow needle 3. 
In accordance with the present invention, the 

housing or casing 0 for the syringe consists 
essentially of three open-ended cylinders 7, 8 
and 9, preferably but not necessarily formed of 
metal. The inner cylinder 7 is of an internal 
diameter somewhat greater than the diameter of 
the syringe barrel 4 so that the entire hypoder 
mic syringe may be inserted and removed from 
the cylinder with facility. This cylinder T is 
provided with an enlarged head 30 having an 
interiorally threaded recess 3 so that when the 
syringe is inserted into the present device the 
flange 5 of the syringe will abut against the 
bottom of the recess 3. A rear closure member 
28 is provided having a threaded plug portion 
20 which enters the recess 3, and a central body 
portion 2 of the cover 28 being provided with a 
central aperture 22 of a diameter less than that 
of the flange portion 5 of the syringe barrel but 
greater than that of the enlarged head of the 
syringe plunger f2. Thus, the closure member 
28 when threaded into the enlarged head 30 of 
the cylinder 7 secures the syringe barrel in 
place while permitting the plunger of the Syringe 
to be axially shifted as necessary to fill the 
syringe with the hypodernic Solution and inject 
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it into the patient's body following penetration 
of the Syringe needle. 
The wall thickness of the cylinder T is reduced 

along the rear portion 23 thereof, thus providing 
an annular shoulder constituting a frontal abut 
ment for a helical spring 24 closely embracing 
said rear portion 23 of the cylinder T. The 
intermediate cylinder 8, which is telescopically 
fitted upon the cylinder T, is provided at its real 
end with an inturned flange 25 which Serves as 
a rear abutment for the spring 24. The latter 
thus serves to exert a constant bias on the cyl 
inder 8 tending to force it axially toward the 
enlarged head 30 of the inner member fl. 
The external cylinder 9 is telescopically fitted 

upon the forward end of the intermediate cylin 
der 8 and is provided with a forwardly extend 
ing portion of an internal diameter less than 
that of the member 8. Thus, the member 9 is 
provided intermediate its length with an internal 
annular shoulder 26 which serves as a stop to 
limit axial movement of the members 8 and 9 
inwardly of each other. 
The cylinder 9 is provided at its forward end 

with an adjustable protector sleeve 4 which is 
threadedly engageable into and out of the free 
end of the cylinder 9 and may be held in ad 
justed position by a knurled nut 4f, threaded on 
said protector sleeve 40. This protector sleeve 
is preferably provided with an oblique face 42 
which is designed to be placed directly against 
the epidermis of the patient and so facilitate in 
sertion of the needle at the proper angle. 

For the purpose of holding the several sleeves 
T, 8 and 9 in permanent assembly, and for the 

further purpose of providing stops or motion 
limits for each of the sleeves and to cock the 
apparatus, the device of the present invention in 
cludes a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
detent balls 33 which are normally disposed, re 
spectively, within suitable apertures 34 formed in 
the cylindrical wall of that portion of the inter 
mediate sleeve 8 which is disposed between the 
sleeves or cylinders T and 9. For this reason 
this intermediate sleeve 8 may hereinafter be 
referred to as the ball-carrying sleeve or cylin 
der. The diameter of each of the balls 33 is Sub 
stantially greater than the wall thickness of the 
ball-carrying cylinder 8 and, therefore, when the 
apparatus is in its normal position as shown in 
Figure 1, the balls 33 protrude from their seats 
in the member 8 into an annular channel 35 
formed on the interior face of the cocking sleeve 
or cylinder 9. The combined depth of the chan 
nel 35 and the thickness of the ball-carrying cyl 
inder 8 is at least equal to the diameter of the 
ball 33. It will thus be apparent that in this 
position the sleeves 7, 8 and 9 are not only 
freely revoluble relatively to each other, but also 
that the inner cylinder 7 is free to shift axially 
in the direction of the arrow A shown in Figure 2 
against the compressive force of the spring 24. 
To limit this axial movement of the sleeve T, the 
latter is provided with an annular channel 36 
which is not quite of the same depth as channel 
35; this channel 36 being preferably approxi 
mately half the depth of channel 35. When, 
therefore, the cylinder T is drawn against the 
spring 24 into the position shown in Figure 2, the 
balls 33 will enter channel 36 as shown in Figure 2 
and in enlarged form in Figure 4. In this posi 
tion, the device is in an intermediate, uncocked 
position for the reason that the detent balls 33 
are in position to move radially into the channel 
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A. 
34 so that when released the Spring 24 is still 
able to push the sleeve 7 in the direction of 
arrow B back to its position shown in Figure 1. 
In order to hold the instrument in its final cocked 
condition, the interior of the cocking sleeve 9 
is provided with an additional communicating 
channel 31 which is approximately half the depth 
of the channel 35; it being this channel 37 which 
receives the balls 33 when the device is in its final 
cocked position as shown in Figures 3 and 5. 

In use, when it is desired to cock the device of 
the present invention, it is merely necessary to 
lightly grip the cocking sleeve 9 between the 
fingers of one hand and to pull on the head 30 
with the other hand in the direction of the arrow 
A shown in Figure2; the syringe parts being Sup 
ported by the assembly. As a consequence of this 
operation, the inner sleeve T will move from the 
position shown in Figure 1 to its position shown 
in Figure 2, in which position the Spring 24 will 
be fully compressed as shown. At this point, one 
or more of the detent balls 33 will drop into the 
position shown in Figure 4 thereby preventing 
further movement of the sleeve f7 in the direc 
tion of the arrow A and relatively to the sleeve 8. 
As the force is further applied at this point, the 
cocking sleeve f9 will now move in a direction 
such that all of the balls 33 will be forced by the 
channel 37 to occupy the position shown in Fig 
ure 5, in which position the several balls 33 are 
so frictionally retained in the channel 37 as to 
hold the cylinders in their relative positions 
shown in Figure 3 against the force of the Spring 
24. 
Having thus cocked the device, it is only neces 

sary to grasp the body of the sleeve 8 and so 
apply the free face of the protector sleeve 40 
against the epidermis of the patient at the point 
Where it is desired to make the iniection with 
sufficient pressure as to cause the cocking sleeve 
9 to shift relatively to the sleeve 8 into its posi 

tion shown in Figures 2 and 4. Under those cir 
cumstances, the spring acting against sleeve fl 
Will cause the surface of channel 36 to function 
as a can and thus force the detents 33 outwardly 
into channel 35. Thereupon, the spring 24 will 
exert all its pressure against the sleeve T to move 
the same together with the syringe in the direc 
tion of the arrow B in Figure 1 and so drive the 
needle 3 into the body of the patient. In this 
-Operation the operator should preferably con 
tinue to grip the cylinder 8 and through it firmly 
press the open face of the protector sleeve 40 
against the body of the patient. 
The user may adjust the position of the pro 

tector sleeve 40 prior to the injection. With the 
device in its normal, uncocked condition, the 
user adjusts the sleeve 40 to the desired position 
by observing the length of the needle that pro 
jects from the sleeve, for it is this length that 
Will be inserted into the tissue. When the device 
is in its cocked position the needle will be with 
drawn into the protector sleeve 40. After the de 
vice is cocked, the user grips the sleeve 8 firmly 
and presses the face 42 against the body. The 
needle will then be automatically inserted into 
the tissues to the depth desired. Thereupon by 
projecting plunger f2 with respect to barrel 4, 
the medicament is hypodermically injected 
through the bore of needle f3. 

It will be understood, of course, that the pres 
ent invention is susceptible of various changes 
and modifications which may be made from time 
to time without departing from the general prin 
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ciples. or real spirit thereof, and it is accordingly 
intended to claim the same broadly, as well as 
specifically, as indicated by the appended, claians. 
What is claired as new and useful is: 
1. An automatic syringe injector comprising a 

tubular chamber adapted to receive and hold a 
syringe injector with its injector needle protrud 
ing therefrem, a cylindrical casing for said cham 
ber in telescopic. engagement therewith, said cas 
ing including a pair of telescopic tubular ele 
ments, and means carried by said casing and 
operative to positively retain the chamber in re 
tracted position and to release the saniae, from its 
retracted position automatically upon relative 
axial movement of said tubular elements, said 
means incusing a detect element secured in. One 
of said tubular elements against axia. Owenileft 
relatively thereto and shiftable radially of the 
other tubular element into and out of retaining 
position. 

2. An automatic Syringe injector eomprising a 
tubular chamber adapted to receive and hold 
a syringe therein with its injector needle pro 
truding therefron, a detent carrying sleeve if 
telescopic engagement with said chamber, a. 
coiled spring interposed between the chamber 
and sleeve adapted to be compressed by rela 
tive noverent of said sleeve; and chamber, 8. 
cocking tube in telescopic engagement with the 
exterior of said sleeve, said sleeve having a plu 
rality of apertures, and ball detents disposed 
in said apertures, said tube and charnber hav 
ing channeled portions cooperating with said 
ball detents to retain the chamber in cocked po 
sition. 

3. An automatic syring injector comprising a 
tubular member the bore... of which provides a 
chamber to receive and retain a syringe assen 
bly, said chamber being provided intermediate 
its length with adjoining sections of relatively 
different diameters, a casing for said chamber 
including a pair of relatively shiftable telescop 
ically associated sleeve members, one of said 
members being provided with a lateral opening 
in the Wall thereof and the other of said men- ; 
bers being provided with an internal annular 
groove in substantial registry with said opening, 
said groove being of asymmetric form in trans 
verse section to provide a pair of axially spaced, 
radially offset annular seats, a ball detent in- 5 
terposed between said groove and said chamir 
ber and confined within said lateral opening, 
said ball detent being adapted for disposition in 
one or the other of said annular seats accord 
ingly as said chamber is shifted to present one 
or the other of its intermediate Sections afore 
said in registry with said lateral opening and 
spring means interposed between said tubular 
member and said casing for urging the former 
to a projected position with respect to the lat 
ter. 

4. An automatic Syringe injector comprising a 
tubular member the bore of which provides a 
chamber to receive and retain a Syringe. assemi 
bly, said chamber being provided intermediate 
its length with adjoining sections of relatively 
different diameters, a casing for said chamber 
including a pair of relatively shiftable telescop 
ically associated sleeve members, one of said 
members being provided with a lateral open 
ing in the wall thereof and the other of said 
members being provided with an internal an 
nular groove in substantial registry with said 
opening, said groove being of asymmetric. form 
in transverse section to provide a pair of axially 
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6 
spaeed, radially offset annular seats, a ball de 
tent interposed between said groove and said 
chamber and confined within said lateral open 
ing, said ball detent, being adapted for disposi 
tion in one or the other of said annular seats 
accordingly as said chamber is shifted to pre 
sent one of the other of its intermediate sec 
tions aforesaid in registry with said lateral open 
ing, said ball detent, being operative when dis 
posed between the charaaber section aforesaid of 
smallest, diameter and the inner one of said rar 
dially offset annular seats to frictionally retain 
the charaber in retracted position. Within its case 
ing and spring means interposed between said 
tubular member and said casing for urging the 
former to a projected position with respect to 
the latter; 

5. An automatic syringe injector comprising: a 
titar member the bore of which provides a 
charnber to receive, and retain a Syringe assers 
bly, said chamber being provided intermediate 
its length with adjoining sections of relatively 
different diameters, a casing for said chamber 
including a pair of relatively shiftable telescope 
ically associated sleeve members, one of said 
members being provided with a lateral opene 
ing in the wall thereof and the other of said 
members being provided with an internal an 
nular groove in substantial registry with said 
opening, said groove being of asymmetric. form 
in transverse section to provide a pair of ax 
ially spaced, radially offset annular seats, a ball 
detent interposed between said groove, and said 
chamber element and confined within said at 
eral opening said ball detent being adapted for 
disposition in One or the other ef said annular 
seats, accordingly as said chamber is shifted to 
present one or the other of its intermediate 
sections aforesaid in registry with said lateral 
opening, said ball detent being operative when 
disposed between the chamber section aforesaid 
of greatest diameter and the otter one of said 
radially offset annular seats to permit free move 
ment of said chamber axially of its casing and 
spring means interposed between said tubular 
member and said easing for urging the former 

a projected position with respect to the lat 
e. 

6. An automatic Syringe injector comprising a 
tubular chamber adapted to receive and hold a 
syringe injector with its injector needle pro 
triding therefron, said chamber being provid 
ed intermediate its length with adjoining sec 
tions of relatively different diameters, a casing 

; for said chamber including a pair of relatively 
shiftable telescopically associated sleeve nem 
bers, one of said members being provided with 
a lateral opening in the wall thereof and the 
Other of said members being provided with an 
internal annular groove in substantial registry 
with said operning, said groove being of asym 
metric form in transverse section to provide a 
pair of axially spaced, radially offset annular 
seats and a ball detent interposed between said 
grOOWe and said chamber and confined within 
said lateral opening, said ball detent being 
adapted for disposition in one or the other of 
Said annular seats accordingly as said cham 
her is. Shifted to present one or the other of its 
intermediate sections aforesaid in registry with 
said lateral opening, and a coiled compression 
Spring operatively associated with said chan 
baser and its casing for imparting to the chamber 
a normal bias tending to shift it axially of the 

5 easins, 
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. . An automatic syringe injector comprising 
a tubular chamber adapted to receive and hold 
a syringe injector with its injector needle pro 
truding therefrom, said chamber being provided 
intermediate its length with a limited section of 
uniform diameter and with an immediately ad 
joining Section of different diameter, a casing 
for said chamber including a pair of relatively 
shiftable, telescopically associated sleeve mem 
bers, the telescoped portions of said sleeve mem 
bers being respectively provided with an internal 
annular groove and with a plurality of circum 
ferentially spaced lateral openings, said groove 
being of asymmetrical form in transverse sec 
tion to provide a pair of axially spaced, radially 
Offset annular seats, and a plurality of ball de 
tents respectively disposed within said lateral 
openings and adapted to be shifted into radial 
registry with one or the other of Said annular 
Seats accordingly as said chamber is shifted ax 
ially of its casing to present one or the other 
of the aforesaid intermediate Sections of said 
chamber to said ball detents, and a coiled com 
pression spring operatively associated with said 
chamber and its casing for imparting to the 
chamber a normal bias tending to shift it axially 
of the casing. 

8. An automatic Syrings injector comprising a 
tubular chamber adapted to receive and hold a 
Syringe injector with its injector needle pro 
truding therefrom, said chamber being provided 
intermediate its length with a limited Section of 
uniform diameter and with an immediately ad 
joining section of different diameter, a casing 
for said chamber including a pair of relatively 3: 
shiftable telescopically associated sleeve mem 
bers being respectively provided with an internal 
annular groove and with a plurality of circum 
ferentially spaced lateral openings, said groove 
being of asymmetrical form in transverse sec 
tion to provide a pair of axially Spaced, radially 
offset annular seats, and a plurality of ball de 
tents respectively disposed within said lateral 
openings and adapted to be shifted into radial 
registry with one or the other of said annular 
seats accordingly as said chamber is shifted ax 
ially of its casing to present one or the other of 
the aforesaid intermediate sections of Said cham 
ber to said ball detents, and a coiled compres 
sion spring operatively associated with said 
chamber and its casing for imparting to the 
chamber a normal bias tending to shift it axially 
of the casing, said ball detents being operative 
when disposed between the reduced diameter in 
termediate Section of the chamber and the inner 
one of said radially offset annular seats to fric 
tionally retain the chamber in retracted or cocked 
position against the compressive force exerted 
by said coiled compression Spring. 

9. An automatic Syringe injector comprising 
a tubular chamber adapted to receive and hold 
a syringe injector with its injector needle pro 
truding therefrom, said chamber being provided 
intermediate its length with a limited Section of 
uniform diameter and with an immediately ad 
joining section of different diameter, a casing 
for said chamber including a pair of relatively 
shiftable, telescopically associated sleeve mem 
bers, the telescoped portions of said sleeve mem 
bers being respectively provided with an internal 
annular groove and with a plurality of circum 
ferentially spaced lateral openings, Said groove 
being of asymmetrical form in transverse Sec 
tion to provide a pair of axially spaced, radially 
offset annular seats, and a plurality of ball de 
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8 
tents respectively disposed within said lateral 
openings and adapted to be shifted into radial 
registry with One or the other of Said annular 
Seats accordingly as Said chamber is shifted ax 
ially of its casing to present one or the other 
of the aforesaid intermediate Sections of said 
chamber to said ball detents, and a coiled com 
pression spring operatively associated with said 
chamber and its casing for imparting to the 
chamber a normal bias tending to shift it axially 
of the casing, said compression spring being op 
erative upon retraction of said chamber to exert 
a rearward thrust against the sleeve member hav 
ing Said lateral openings whereby to shift Said 
last-mentioned Sleeve member relatively to the 
other and So effect frictional retention of the 
ball detents between the inner one of said radially 
offset annular seats and the reduced diameter 
intermediate Section of the chamber. 

10. An automatic injector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination a tubular mem 
ber the bore of which provides a chamber to 
receive and retain a Syringe assembly, a unit 
slidably disposed with respect to and having parts 
Overlapping said member, said unit comprising 
a pair of sleeves disposed in telescopic relation 
ship and movable with respect to each other, 
Spring means bearing against Said unit and men 
ber to urge the latter to a projected position 
with respect to the former, detent means form 
ing a part of Said injector and located within 
the ZOne of overlap of Said sleeves and member 
to retain the former interlocked for limited axial 
movement relative to each other and said detent 
means being movable upon relative axial move 
ment of said sleeves occurring to positively en 
gage said tubular member for releaseably re 
taining the latter in retracted position. 

11. An automatic injector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination a tubular mem 
ber the bore of which provides a chamber to re 
ceive and retain a syringe assembly, a unit slid 
ably disposed with respect to and having parts 
overlapping Said member, said unit comprising a 
pair of sleeves disposed in telescopic relationship 
and movable with respect to each other, spring 
means bearing against said unit and member to 
urge the latter to a projected position with re 
spect to the former, detent means forming a part 
of Said injector and located within the zone of 
Overlap of Said sleeves and member to retain the 
former interlocked for limited axial movement 
reletive to each other, said detent means being 
movable upon relative axial movement of said 
sleeves occurring in one direction to positively 
engage said tubular member for releasably re 
taining the latter in retracted position and said 
detent means being movable in a different men 
ner upon relative axial movement of said sleeves 
Occurring in an opposite direction to release said 
tubular member for projection. 

12. An automatic iniector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination a reciprocal 
member, means forming a part of said member 
for retaining a needle-embracing Syringe assem 
bly in association therewith, mounting means for 
slidably supporting said member, a spring form 
ing a part of Said injector and acting against said 
member and mounting means to urge the former 
into a projected position, detent means also form 
ing a part of Said injector and retaining said 
member in retracted position end movable ac 
tuating means connected to Said detent means to 
release the latter upon said actuating means 
being brought into contact with tissue to be 
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pierced by a needle and being moved thereby 
With respect to parts of said injector. 

13. An automatic injector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination a reciprocal 
member, means forning a part of said member 
for retaining a needle-embracing syringe assem 
bly in association therewith, mounting means for 
slidably supporting said nember, a spring form 
ing a part of Said injector and acting against said 
member and Yaounting means to urge the former 
into a projected position, detent means also form 
ing a part of Said injector and retaining said 
member in 1'etracted position, movable actuating 
means connected to said detent means to release 
the latter upon said actuating means being 
brought into contact with tissue to be pierced by 
a needle and being moved thereby with respect 
to parts of Said injector and said actuating means 
comprising a housing Supported by said injector 
at an end of the same to conceal and enclose the 
adjacent ineadle of a Syringe assembly when said 
reciprocal rhember is retained by said detent 
means in retracted position. 

14. An automatic injector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination a reciprocal 
member, means fortning a part of Said member 
for retaining a needle-embracing Syringe assem 
bly in association therewith, mounting means for 
slidably Supporting Said meanber, a Spring form 
ing a part of Said injector and acting against 
said member and mounting means to urge the 
former into a projected position, detent means 
also forming a part of said injector and retaining 
said member in retracted position, Said mounting 
means comprising a plurality of relatively mov 
able parts and means associated with said parts 
and cooperating with said detent means to re 
lease the latter upon the mounting means having 
its parts moved with respect to each other in 
cident to contact of one of the same with tissues 
to be pierced by a needle. 

15. An automatic inector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination an outer, an 
inner and an intermediate member having parts 
of their bodies disposed in overlapping relation 
ship, means for retaining said members for lim 
ited axial movements with respect to each other, 
means associated with the innermost of Said 
members for retaining a needle-supporting 
Syringe assembly in association therewith, a 
spring acting against said innermost member and 
one of the other members for urging the former 
into a projected position, detent means engaging 
Said innermost inember to retain the latter 
against projection and means connected to Said 
detent means to release the latter upon Said in 
termediate and outer members being moved with 
respect to each other. 

16. An automatic injector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination an Outer, an 
inner and an intermediate member having parts 
of their bodies disposed in overlapping relation 
ship, means for retaining said members for lim 
ited axial movements with respect to each other, 
means associated with the innermost of Said 
members for retaining a needle-supporting 
syringe assembly in association therewith, a 
spring acting against said innermost member and 
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One of the other members for urging the former 
into a projected position, detent means engaging 
Said innermost member to retain the latter 
against projection, Gaeans connected to said de 
tent means to release the latter upon said inter 
mediate and outer members being moved with 
IeSpect to each other, Said intermediate member 
constituting a grasping and Inanipulating unit 
for Said injector and Sald outer member extend 
ing adjacent the needle of an assembly supported 
by Sald inner member. 

it. An autoimatic injector for hypodermic 
needles including iii combination an outer, an 
inner and an inter ediate member having parts 
of their bodies disposed in overlapping relation 
ship, rleans for retaining Said members for 
limited axial novelinents with respect to each 
other, means associated with the linnermost of 
Said linen Jers for retaining a needle-supporting 
Syringe aSSembly in &SSociation tinerewith, a 
Spring acting against Said innerinostinen per and 
One of the Otner (nemperS for urging the foiciner 
into a projected position, aetent means engaging 
Said innermost member to retain the latter 
against projection, means connected to said 
detent ineans to release the latter upon said in 
termediate and Outer membel's being moved with 
respect to each otner, said intermediate member 
constituting a grasping and manipulating unitior 
Said injector, Said outer member extending adja 
cent the needie of an assembly supported by 
Said inner member and an extension adjustably 
Supported by Said Outer member to project for 
Wardly of Such member and to shift the same 
With respect to Sald intermediate member. 

18. An automatic injector for hypodermic 
needles including in combination an outer, an 
inner and an intermediate member having parts 
of their bodies disposed in overiapping relation 
Ship, means for retaining said members for lim 
ited axial novements with respect to each other, 
means aSSociated With the innermost of said 
members for retaining a needle-supporting 
Syringe assembly in association therewith, a 

5 Spring acting against Said innermost member and 
one of the other members for urging the former 
into a projected position, detent means engaging 
Said innermost member to retain the latter 
against projection, means connected to said 
detent means to release the latter upon said in 
termediate and outer members being moved with 
respect to each other, said retaining means asso. 
ciated with the innermost of said members co 
prising a part to engage the flange portion of a 
Syringe barrel and said part being formed with 
an opening through which the plunger of the 
Syringe assembly extends whereby said plunger 
may be projected with respect to said barrel after 
the projection of said inner member. 
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